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Yeah, reviewing a ebook a mates bite bbw paranormal shape shifter romance an alpha male a bbw
sassy mate can love be enough sassy could go to your near contacts listings. This is just one of the solutions
for you to be successful. As understood, finishing does not suggest that you have fabulous points.
Comprehending as without difficulty as concurrence even more than other will give each success. neighboring
to, the message as with ease as perception of this a mates bite bbw paranormal shape shifter romance an
alpha male a bbw sassy mate can love be enough sassy can be taken as skillfully as picked to act.

A Mate's Bite-Milly Taiden 2020-04-26 Mission:
Don't fall in loveAfter an explosive night of
passion during a scenting ceremony, Karla Alves

is sure she was just a one night stand for the man
she'd been crushing on for years. She teased him
and pleased him, and Nate hasn't been around
since. Her fear of becoming clingy kept her from
risking her heart and asking for more than a few
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hours of skin sin.Mission: Crack her wallsShe. Is.
His. Nathan Wolfe marked Karla. His mate.
Deeply involved in pack politics, Nate has had to
stay away. When his sister warns that Karla
needs him more than he thinks, he'll discover a
bundle of secrets only his wolf can sniff out. But
getting the woman he cares about to let down
her guard may prove to be his undoing.Mission:
Embrace the biteWith Karla's wayward sister
wreaking havoc and friends needing more of his
time than ever, Nate will have to rearrange his
priorities if he ever hopes to earn Karla's trust.
But will time with her be enough? Only true love
and a wolf's promise can hold together a
relationship created with a bite, a scenting, and a
hope for tomorrow.Mature reader warning: Adult
content including but not limited to: Violence and
raw sexual language and actions.
Mate's Bite-Becca Fanning Centuries of bad
blood and a prophecy unfulfilled. 74,639 words.
Just when she thought she was getting a handle
on things, El's whole world collapses when she
learns the truth of her upbringing. These four
wonderful men whose sexy snarls drove her mad.

They swore their lives to her, but who can she
trust? Are the people around her simply using
her to fulfill this ancient prophecy? She didn't
choose this and she certainly wasn't going to go
along quietly. She was the hunter, not the prey.
USA Today Bestselling Author Becca Fanning is
proud to bring you the third book in this steamy
action-packed Reverse Harem Shifter Series!
KEYWORDS: free shifter romance books, free
pnr, free romance ebook, free shifter romance
series, wolf shifter, bad boy, bbw, fated mates,
paranormal romance with sex, curvy, gothic
romance, new adult, clan, pack, series, fantasy,
steamy romance, paranormal romance books for
adults, reformed rake, contemporary romance,
hot romance, hot shifter romance, shifter
romance series, instalove, ott, over the top,
shifter conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha
male, werewolf, shapeshifter, wounded hero,
romantic suspense, womens fiction, action
adventure, military love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling,
great chemistry, enemies to friends, secret baby,
pregnancy romance, supernatural, legend, folk
tale, second chances, freebie, free ebook, free
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novel, free novella, alpha male, female
protagonist, stories, story, college, hero,
complete series, box, box set, boxed set, bundle,
anthology, sexy, sensual, seduction,
contemporary, current, new 2019, best of,
breeding, mating
Scent of a Mate-Milly Taiden 2020-04-26 Jordan
and Aric An alpha looking to claim his curvy,
sassy mate is about to learn it's not as simple as
a bite.Mission: Scent a MateJordan Alvarez knew
that a promise to her best friend involved staking
out the local wolf pack's scenting ceremony and
recording the graphic details, but she was the
writer and the only one with the balls to finish
the task. No one would know that four human
women had sneaked proof of their rituals, or at
least, that was the plan until Aric Wolfe showed
up.Mission: Stake a ClaimAric Wolfe knew his
baby sister was up to something, and expected
her best friend, Jordan, to be in on the chaos. He
finally had an opportunity to lay claim to a mate
that had been under his nose for years. Jordan's
scent called to both the man and the animal, and
he was done fighting the call of the beast. It was

time to mark his mate.Mission: Survive an
AlphaWhen a good intention creates a problem
for the Wolfe family, Jordan finds herself being
stalked by a woman intent on claiming Aric as
her own. Battle lines will be drawn, love will be
put to the test, and Aric will have to fight
Jordan's strong personality to keep her alive. Two
alpha hearts seeking control will either find the
balance or risk losing their love forever.Mature
reader warning: Adult content including but not
limited to: Violence and raw sexual language and
actions.
The Mate Challenge-Milly Taiden 2015-01-18
Emma Ferro wants nothing more than to accept
Mason Wolfe's offer to be his mate. He's wild,
sexy and can do things with his tongue that
should be illegal. But Mason is also
overwhelming her with his need to protect and
keep her out of trouble. He needs to live and let
live. It's not like she's killed anyone...yet. Until he
learns she's an independent woman, he's going to
stay waiting. Mason Wolfe has a problem of the
short, sassy and curvy kind. Every time he leaves
Emma alone, he knows she's going to get into
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trouble. It's getting to the point he's ready to slap
a tracker on her butt just to keep his sanity. He's
busy holding down the pack, helping with
fighting new rogues and a secondary threat
that's come to town. When Emma goes searching
for a missing girl, she finds a lot more going on
in Blue Creek than even the biggest shifters are
aware of. With the help of the least likely person,
she'll put herself on the line in order to save the
ones she loves. Mason will have to find a way to
help Emma or face losing her forever.
Twice The Growl-Milly Taiden 2019-10-22
Paranormal Dating Agency Book 1
(STANDALONE)A BBW in need of a date + Two
hot Alphas looking for a mate = The hottest triad
ever.Talia Barca needs a date. Badly. She uses
the services of the Paranormal Dating Agency
hoping for a decent guy to take to a family
wedding. A wedding her ex-husband has wormed
his way into as a guest. Connor and Theron want
Tally to complete their Alpha triad. She's sexy,
curvy and funny. But she's human. And they're
not sure she'll go for a relationship with two men
at the same time. As if deciding to give two men

a shot wasn't difficult enough, Tally will also
need to deal with a threat from the pack. She'll
either prove she's strong enough to be an Alpha
mate or find herself at the mercy of a vicious
opponent.Reader Warning: This book contains
lots of scorching sex (including a threesome so
hot it will make your ereader sizzle), adult
language (hanky panky with no dirty talk is no
fun), and violence. If this is not the kind of stuff
you like to read, skip this book. However, if you
like dirty, raunchy sex with some sarcasm and
two hot men on one curvy girl, then this is right
up your alley. Enjoy!
Savage Bite-Milly Taiden 2017-09-23 Zuri
Primrose hasn't been on a date since her divorce
over a year ago. About to turn the big 4-0, she's
living the life of a hermit without any sex. Her
mother isn't going to let her daughter stay single
for long. She's gotten Zuri an invite to a shifter
ball where she hopes Zuri will find the man who's
going to screw her into a pretzel and give her a
dozen babies. Zuri's sure her mom didn't expect
for a shifter to up and toss her over his shoulder
and run out. Nope. Mom so did not see that
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coming. Savage McKane doesn't do parties. Or
people. And he certainly doesn't do fancy
clothing. But when his friend, the town sheriff,
asks him to help as security for the event, he
shows up despite his lack of desire to be there.
He didn't expect to find his mate, nor the
inability to control his animal, and run off with
her. But now that he's got her, he's not going to
let her go. His bear is demanding he keep her
and Savage is in full agreement. Zuri and Sav
might be complete opposites, but that doesn't
stop the love growing between them. Zuri is
realizing powerful truths about herself; she can't
live without him. But will she stay alive long
enough to tell him? For Sav, nothing is more
important than getting his mate to realize his
love for her. He didn't run up a mountain with
her on his shoulder just to let her walk away. He
will happily tear anyone limb from limb who tries
to stop him.
The Bobcat's Tale: A BBW Paranormal RomanceGeorgette St. Clair Curvy bobcat shifter Lainey
Robinson is through with men—so she’s fleeing
to the most out of the way bed and breakfast she

can find, in tiny Blue Moon Junction, Florida. She
shows up expecting privacy, peace and quiet.
What she gets is total chaos—she’s landed right
in the middle of the local Alpha’s wedding week.
Worse, some crazy love psychic is insisting that
Lainey crash the wedding because her fated
mate will be there, tensions are running high
between the Blue Moon Pack and a rival pack,
and a gorgeous wolf shifter is either suspiciously
interested in Lainey, or just suspicious of her.
Mated to the Capo-Georgette St Clair 2019-10-22
After an epically bad blind date, Zoey Monroe
swore off men forever and got a tattoo that says
"love bites." Maybe she shouldn't have tempted
fate. A very powerful Mafia wolf has bitten her on
the ass on a full moon. According to the Moretti
Pack, the "moon-bite" means she is now the mate
of Dominic Lombardi.Dominic will follow Zoey to
the ends of the earth-no matter how far she runs
or how well she hides. Crowding her world and
refusing to take no for an answer, he refuses to
stop courting her until she becomes his wife.
New dangers suddenly rear their ugly heads and
threaten all of Encantado, the supernatural sin
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city Zoey calls home. When dark magic arrives,
will she stop running long enough for her
werewolf to claim his bride, or will she find
herself fitted with a cement overcoat and
sleeping with the fishes?***Note***This book has
been re-edited and republished. Some of the
story has changed as well. If you already own the
book, we encourage you to update it in your
Kindle so you can catch up and be ready for the
release of book 2, Mated to the Enforcer.
Wolf Protector-Milly Taiden 2016-09-17 A woman
with a secret... The Federal Paranormal Unit is
an elite squad of supernaturals dedicated to
solving missing persons cases. Erica's gift allows
her a special connection with the crime, but it
comes at a deep personal cost... Until now, she's
kept her gift a secret, even from the other
members of the team. But this case will throw
her together with Agent Trent Buchanan. He's
the object of her secret desires, but he's also a
cocky womanizer. She'd rather swim in sharkinfested waters with a paper cut than admit she
has feelings for him. A man with one desire...
Wolf Shifter Trent wants Erica more than he's

ever wanted any woman. He's spent years
patiently waiting for her to admit that she wants
him too. Working one-on-one in a race to find a
serial killer, Trent's patience and Erica's resolve
wear thin. When Trent discovers the truth about
Erica, will he accept her for who she is? And can
he protect her from the horrors that her gift
brings? A case that pushes them to the edge...
Erica will have to risk it all if she wants to stop
the killer, and when she does, Trent may have to
put his own life on the line to make sure his mate
is protected...
Academy Of Beasts I-Becca Fanning I lost
everything in the fire, then I was whisked away
to this Academy for Shifters. I don't know
anyone, I don't like anyone, and I definitely can't
trust anyone. And they don't even know that I
have a secret... I'm not supposed to be here. I'm
not a Shifter. I'm something else. All the
while these five young men stare at me with
primal hunger... USA Today Bestselling Author
Becca Fanning is proud to bring you this Reverse
Harem Academy Romance serial, packed with all
the action, intrigue and great chemistry you can
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handle!
Curvy Heroines and Werewolves (BBW
Paranormal Romance Bundle)-Leslie Diver
2016-12-25 Genre: Paranormal BBW Romance /
Short Shifter Romance Novellas Three separate
stand alone stories of curvy women and the
werewolves that love them. Read about a curvy
Southern girl with a strong right hook crashing a
secret werewolf mating ritual, a BBW bounty
hunter revisiting a childhood friend with a hairy
secret, or a full-figured girl hunted in the swamp
as a muscled Louisiana shifter watches in the
shadows. This 30,100+ word Steamy Shifter
collection includes: Curves for Her Shifter Mate,
Curves for Her Werewolf Lover, and Hunted for
Her Curves. Curves for Her Shifter Mate Glenn
and Emma have always been best buds, and for a
short time, they were something more. That is,
until Glenn broke up with her out of the blue. She
thought it might be because she's a curvy girl.
Instead, her almost-boyfriend has a secret – and
a big one. He’s a werewolf and he’s been
promised to a cruel she-wolf, making him her
property. Werewolves mate for life, and that

means unless she does something soon, Glenn
will be lost to her forever. Is there any way for
Emma to save her best friend — and maybe
rekindle their romance? Curves for Her Werewolf
Lover Julie's a curvy bounty hunter who catches
men for a living. So why she can't find one to call
her own? Is it because she's a BBW? Or is she
still hung up on the one that never was - her
childhood sweetheart, now grown up and hotter
than ever? It's time to let the secret out, but as it
turns out, he's got a big one of his own. One that
could get them both killed, and much as Julie
wants Nash, his supernatural side is too
dangerous to set free. Hunted for Her Curves
Crystal is lost, and that’s not her only problem.
This curvy girl is deep within the Louisiana
bayou, and two sadistic hunters are right behind
her. If only they knew what else was lurking in
the swamp. They’re not the only one hunting
Crystal. A muscular shifter has set his sights on
this curvy BBW, and won’t let anything get in his
way. Can he save her, and if he does, what's the
proper way for a full-figured Southern girl to
repay her werewolf rescuer? Note: Title changed
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from Werewolf Lust Set.
Miss Mated: Bbw Paranormal Shape Shifter
Romance-Milly Taiden 2018-10-14 Kasey Sanchez
can't believe she's done the unthinkable--slept
with a shifter. Oh, but he was so hot and sexy
and his tongue...wow! But if he finds out who she
really is, he won
Curves for Her Shifter Mate (Best Friend
Romance)-Leslie Diver 2016-12-22
Miss Matched-Milly Taiden 2016-02-03 Carly
Toblan had a little too much champagne at her
best friend's wedding. Now she's found herself
flirting with a hunky shifter who's bent on
showing her how much he wants her. She's never
been with a shifter but suddenly this curvy girl is
hearing the call of the wild up close and
personal. Bear-shifter, Bastien Auberon, knows
two things for sure. 1. Carly is his mate and 2.
She doesn't want to want him. Too bad because
she does. And he'll use that unquenchable desire
to get her to be his. He'd never used sex to keep
a woman before, but in love and war, anything
goes. With her father sending eligible men her
way, and someone trying to take his mate from

him, Bastien's ready to roar in frustration. He has
a lot to figure out before he can get Carly into a
forever state of mind. Claiming a woman had
never been this difficult. Good thing he's so
persistent and will let nothing stand in his way.
How to Drive a Dragon Crazy-G.A. Aiken
2012-06-06 Some things never go away, like vile
enemies, bad ale, and annoying kin. But I thought
I was finished with the one dragon I'd have done
anything for: Éibhear the Blue, a big, gorgeous,
blue-haired beast who thinks the world belongs
to him. The world and, apparently, me. So if
Éibhear wants to play the caring hero and travel
into the most forsaken of Gods forsaken lands to
protect the one woman who doesn't need it-namely me--I'll let him. Because while I'm trying
to fulfill a ridiculous quest for a pushy god, I'm
going to draw this overconfident warlord much
too close, rekindle his fires, and enjoy every
minute of his delicious defeat. . . Praise for The
Dragon Who Loved Me "A chest thumping, meadhall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good
book." --All Things Urban Fantasy "Aiken aces
another one." –RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars "A hot,
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hot series." --Library Journal
Curves 'em Right-Milly Taiden 2020-04-26
Paranormal Dating Agency Book 4 STANDALONEBBW Paranormal Shape Shifter
RomanceA BBW in search of love + two sexy wolf
shifters ready to claim her as their mate =
Sizzling Ménage RomanceDaniella Flores is
looking for a good man. A man who will accept
her as she is and go crazy for her curves. So far
she's had no luck in the romance department and
is worried she might never find the right one.
When Mrs. Wilder of the PDA offers to help, Dani
is all for trying anything. Mrs. Wilder promises to
find her love, romance and hot sex. What woman
in her right mind would say no to that?Kane and
Blake have been searching for a mate to
complete their Alpha triad. There's just one
problem: they've yet to find a woman they both
want. Not to worry, Kane's mother comes to the
rescue and brings in the PDA. Unfortunately for
them, Mrs. Wilder has something up her sleeve
and it's not a bra. When they meet their
mysterious date, they know she's the woman they
need. A masquerade ball brings Dani and the

shifters together. The two men who are really
good friends with Dani's overprotective older
brother. She'll get one chance to finally live the
fantasy night she's always wanted with the wild
wolves. Besides, it's not like they could really
want her for a mate. It will take some
maneuvering for Kane and Blake to keep Dani,
not lose their friend and their pack, and prove
her curves are the only ones they want. Reader
Warning: This book contains panty-melting sex
(the kind that makes you need fudge and a cold
shower), adult language (we like some freaky
dirty talk), and violence. If this is not the kind of
stuff you like to read, skip this book. However, if
you like dirty, raunchy sex with two men on one
curvy sarcastic girl, then this is right up your
alley. Enjoy!
Kiss My Asteroid-Milly Taiden 2020-04-28 **
COMPLETELY STANDALONE **Discover a brand
new race of Alpha males ready to find their
mates in a dangerous warrior planet. Sassy
women traveling with Gerri Wilder are in for the
journey of a lifetime and a mate that will love
them through the galaxy. Are you ready?Ivy
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Grimaldi can't stand change. Ever. But change is
something she's had to deal with a lot lately. Like
when her cousin Cassandra moved away to start
a new life, baby and all. That all changes when
Gerri Wilder shows up at her door with a letter
from her cousin. Cassie wants her to come visit.
Sure, why not? There's just one problem. Cassie
lives on another planet. A far-the-heck-away
planet, with her hotter than hell shifter mate.
Vander Kasval, King of the shifter warrior planet
Galaxa, has his own problems with change. A
lead by example kind of a king, he's between a
rock and a hard place. He needs to find a mate to
help put an end to a brewing civil war. None of
this would be happening if not for a plague
affecting only the females of his planet. His
warriors and the men of the Palladian Capitol are
ready to riot. Vander reluctantly agrees to send
for matchmaker, Gerri Wilder. If she can find a
match for him and his men, then his world might
be saved. Ivy agrees to go, if only to make sure
Cassie's okay. Oh, alright, and to maybe find an
intergalactic hookup for herself in the process. In
a planet full of big, bad, sexy shifters, anything's

possible, right? Ivy's in for the time of her life in
a planet of unimaginable beauty and dangers she
had no idea existed. But Ivy isn't one to sit idly by
and let something happen. With two new friends,
they're about to take Galaxa by storm.
Alpha Owned-Milly Taiden 2015-01-27 Ciara
Ortiz wants Ryker Snow. Too bad she's known all
her life he needs a shifter for a mate. She's only
human. After years of staying away from the
tempting shifter, she will finally see him for her
brother's wedding. Can she handle it? Ryker
Snow will finally have Cici in his grasp. She's
done a good job of ignoring him and this is his
one chance at getting the woman he wants.
When a drunken night leads Cici to an amazing
but strangely-realistic dream of Ryker, she wakes
up a different woman. She'll either take a chance
on the Alpha or walk away for a final time.
Reader Note: This story contains some smokin'
hot sex. If you have problems with low down
dirty hanky-panky, you might want to skip this
one. However, if you like a curvy woman who
loves her body, a man who will do amazing things
with his tongue and some cheeky humor, this is
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the story for you. Enjoy.
All Roar and No Bite-Celia Kyle 2014 Lauren has
a protective streak a mile wide and her goal is to
get her best friend out of an abusive household.
If that involves a little bat-based redecorating, so
be it. Grayslake police officer Van Abrams's
handcuffs make Lauren tingle. Then he becomes
overbearing, demanding, and commanding.
Suddenly Lauren finds herself in his arms, in his
bed, and mated to his werebear butt. What's up
with that? His bear has decided Lauren is his
mate, and Van's anti-human feelings have
abandoned him.
The Hunt-Milly Taiden 2019-10-16 Willow Myers
loves Halloween. So when some college
classmates invite her to a party, her best friend
encourages her to go and have some "fun". Not a
one-night-stand kind of girl, she doesn't think it
likely. Until she sees sexy in a loincloth. He's tall,
big and half-naked. Just what her dry spell
ordered.Dax Birch hates The Hunt. The shifter
event to find mates took his last girlfriend. He's
not looking to be mated anyway. But his family
lovingly pressures him into attending. He's ready

to go home until he hears her. And she's not just
funny, she's hot as sin. His attraction to her
charm, sarcasm, and curves is instant. Even
without his shifter senses, he knows she's
special. The Hunt finally gets interesting.Willow
and Dax are an unlikely pair, but they're ready to
give this a go and see where it leads. It leads to
lots of time out of their clothes. A lot. The twists
and turns keep them on their toes. Willow's life
will never be the same boring routine. At least, if
she can survive her kidnapping.
Bearfoot and Pregnant-Milly Taiden 2020-04-27
Paranormal Dating Agency Book 10 STANDALONEBBW Paranormal Shape Shifter
RomanceCassandra Grimaldi's boss has lost her
mind. Too bad. She really liked the fiery
matchmaker. But when Gerri offers to prove
aliens are real and multiple orgasms exist, Cassie
can't help but be curious. Who would say no to
orgasms and aliens? Not this curvy girl! What's a
bear to do when his mate leaves him after he's
mated her? Talen Arctos goes to earth to claim
sassy and curvy Cassie. Now if only he could
figure out how to convince her to return to his
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planet with him without offending her...again.
With a brother wreaking havoc in his clan and his
pregnant mate thinking she's a one-night stand,
Talen has his work cut out for him. Good thing
this bear isn't letting his woman go. Even if he
has to learn what groveling means. Reader Note:
I hear you enjoy too-hot to handle, off the charts
hot sex, dirty talking, humor, violence and lots of
roaring fights, you say? Then you've come to the
right place. This book is all about a sassy plussized gal and a bear-shifter alien who rocks her
world. There's crazy people, ass kicking and sex
so hot you're going to need batteries. Yeah, you
know what I mean. If this is not the kind of stuff
you like to read, skip this book. However, if you
like sarcasm and hot sex with no filter, this is just
your thing. Enjoy!
Fighting for Her Mate-Milly Taiden 2016-06-16
***Attention readers. This is NOT a standalone
book. You really NEED to read the others in the
series to finally understand this story. Please
take this into consideration before buying.***
Ellie Wolfe has watched her family fight for love
and justice. She's watched the man she loves

battle to get his land and his people back. Now,
she's done watching. She will fight for the chance
at love and a happily ever after. Caleb Rahound
has been waiting for the right time to bring his
uncle to his knees and retake the alpha position
rightly his. With his uncle's plan to hurt the
mates, kidnap the babies, and take over the
Wolfe pack, he's got to step up and take charge.
Even if that means pushing his mate aside to
ensure her safety. With the help of vampires,
rogue wolves, and his friends, Caleb will make a
stand and finally try to remove the man
destroying his pack. Only the strongest will
survive. But Ellie isn't about to stand by and let
her mate fight alone. When the need arises, she's
willing and ready to fight for her mate.
Claimed by the Mate, Vol. 2-Kate Douglas
2016-06-07 Kate Douglas and A.C. Arthur return
with another scorching volume in their Claimed
by the Mate series featuring two delicious,
unforgettable novels in one! In Wild Passions by
Kate Douglas, six women—friends closer than
sisters—head off to an exclusive mountain resort
for a week-long bachelorette getaway, where
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most of the women just want to know if there are
any good men left in the world. There are, and
they’re the men of Feral Passions, a unique
resort located on a private wolf preserve, owned
and run by a pack of sexy werewolves who use it
as their own personal hunting ground for mates.
In Her Perfect Mates, Malec Zenta was part of a
loving lycan family until his twin brother’s
suicide took a piece of his soul. Channing Verdi
never knew his parents, but that was fine
because at the age of sixteen on the night of the
full moon, he realized his purpose. The only
pleasure these two betas have managed to find in
their life was in the bed with the women they
shared. Now, a human woman has entered their
lives...a woman who sets their primal instincts on
fire, a woman they can't help but stake their
claim on...and give her the ultimate pleasure of
being with two shifters at once.
The Alion King-Milly Taiden 2020-04-26
Paranormal Dating Agency Book 6 STANDALONEBBW Paranormal Shape Shifter
RomanceIsabella Barca is great at organizing-not
so great at keeping her nose out of trouble. When

Bella goes to work as Mrs. Wilder's assistant, the
opportunity of a lifetime pops up: travel with
Gerri to another planet, a shifter planet, and help
Gerri find a lion king his mate.Alyx Treyvaal isn't
known for being patient. A lion doesn't ask for
help. A lion doesn't apologize. And he most
certainly does not purr. But once he meets Bella,
he finds himself doing all of the above...except
for purring. He will not purr.With wolves stirring
all kinds of trouble for them and a cousin who
would like to shred Bella to ribbons, things are
not simple for the couple. Not at all. One thing's
for sure, when his mate is taken and threatened,
the entire planet will hear the lion king's
roar.Reader Note: This book contains pantymelting sex (the kind that makes you need ice
cream and a cold shower), adult language (we
like some freaky dirty talk), and mild violence. If
this is not the kind of stuff you like to read, skip
this book. However, if you like dirty, raunchy sex
with a sexy Alion King on one curvy sarcastic
girl, then this is right up your alley. Enjoy!
In The Roar-Milly Taiden 2020-04-27 Paranormal
Dating Agency Book 9 - STANDALONEBBW
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Paranormal Shape Shifter RomanceAlivia Vela is
a big girl tired of dating. She's at the point she's
going to find a frozen pop and get artificially
inseminated. Or she would, until big, growly and
oh, so sexy Karel shows up, saves the day and
gives her a night she won't soon forget. That,
mouth...that tongue. Oh my.Karel Yaghar needs a
mate faster than he can growl the word MINE.
He didn't expect to meet the perfect woman for
him and his jaguar only moments after arriving
on earth. Now all Karel needs is for her to come
with him to another planet. That should go over
well. If she doesn't decide he's crazy instead,
which is highly likely.Liv is a true born hardhead, she's gonna need more than pink sand to
prove she's on another planet. Where are the
flying saucers? Then there's the issue of
convincing herself she's not falling for the big
kitty. If only her ovaries weren't in agreement
with her brain that Karel should be her future
baby daddy, she might find the will to stay away
from his sexiness. While she tries to figure that
out, she and Karel will have to work together to
take down an unexpected threat.Reader Note: So

you love some sizzling, off the charts hot sex,
dirty talking, humor, violence and verbal smack
downs, you say? Then you've come to the right
place. This book is all about a sassy plus-sized gal
and a shifter alien who rocks her world. There's
crazy people, ass kicking and sex so hot you're
going to need batteries. Yeah, you know what I
mean. If this is not the kind of stuff you like to
read, skip this book. However, if you like sarcasm
and hot sex with no filter, this is just your thing.
Enjoy!
Scrooge Me Hard-Milly Taiden 2020-04-27
ATTENTION READERS: This is a SHORT. It is
intended to be read in order after you read the
previous books (1-9). Paranormal Dating Agency:
BBW Paranormal Shape Shifter RomanceAurelis
Fuentes wants one thing: Children. She'd also
like for people to stop complaining about the
amount of frosting on her cupcakes but that's
another story. When her scrooge of an ex comes
back into her life, she's not sure what to think.
Reed Stone wants one thing: His mate back. He
made a mistake but he's a changed man. In the
spirit of Christmas, he's hoping she takes a
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chance and forgives him or at least allow him to
explain without throwing things at him. Gerri
Wilder is at it again, only this time she's got the
help of some of our previous couples. Catch up
with Tally, Nita, Maya, Alyssa and their men
while they try to help Auri and Reed find their
way back to each other. This is one holiday they
won't soon forget.Reader Note: This story
contains the use of the word Christmas (a lot). It
also features a BBW and a hard-headed wolfshifter along with humor, romance, love and
smokin' hot sex. Sound like your type of book?
Give this short a try. Remember that this is a
follow-up to the previous PDA books. Enjoy.
Unexpectedly Mated-Milly Taiden 2020-04-26
After years of lusting over Jake Wolfe, Nicole
finally got a taste of the dirty-talking bad boy.
During the scenting ceremony, he showed her
how explosive things can be between them. But
Nicole doesn't do love. She doesn't even know
what love is. So how can she know if a
relationship with Jake would be the right path to
take?Jake Wolfe wants Nic more than his next
breath. She's curvy, mouthy and so hot his blood

boils just thinking of her. But Nic's been keeping
him at a distance. And Jake is tired of her games.
One fateful trip to Sin City and all bets are off.
After a fun night of drinking, Nic wakes up
married to Jake and with a second shifter
wanting her for himself. She'll have to finally face
the feelings she has or shut them out forever.
Their newly formed bond will either allow her to
open her heart to love or leave Jake without a
mate to call his own.Warning: If you don't like
sex of any kind, this is probably not the book for
you. There's graphic language (yes, he tells her
how he likes it), sassy humor (come on, it's a
Milly Taiden story) and women that won't allow a
man to browbeat them into doing what they say
(unless they're naked). This book is intended for
adults that have no problems with dirty sex,
humor and action. If that's you, enjoy!
Shifter-Angela Knight 2008 Collects four
paranormal romances that star shape-shifting
men.
Fur-Bidden-Milly Taiden 2015-03-18 Penelope
Medina has stage fright the size of Texas. So
when her boss signs her and her friends up for a
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bachelorette auction for their non-profit, this
curvy girl is ready to quit. Except, she loves her
job. Good thing she can arrange it so that her
assistant will buy her. Easy peasy... or not. Ethan
Sinclair and his bear have been missing their
mate for the past year. She dumped him because
he didn't trust her. Now, he's finally orchestrated
a way to get her to see him. At least, he hopes
she will, before she tries to kill him for spending
a fortune on a few hours with her. Anger, passion
and frustration ignite to explosive heights. What
was supposed to a fun night of doing something
for charity is about to turn into the second
chance neither expected. Penny will take his
words as truth or shut the door on any hope for a
future. Reader Note: This story contains some
scorching hot sex. If you have problems with low
down dirty hanky-panky, you might want to skip
this one. However, if you like a bear who can't
get enough of his curvy woman and some cheeky
humor, this is the story for you. Enjoy.
Claimed-Evangeline Anderson 2018-01-23 Brides
of the Kindred-- A race of Genetic Traders from
beyond the stars. Three very different types of

Alpha males all focused on one thing...claiming
their brides In all their years of travel the
Kindred have come across only three worlds with
species close enough to their own to initiate a
trade. Earth is the fourth. Olivia Waterhouse is
about to be Claimed.
There's Snow Escape-Milly Taiden 2015-07-27
Paranormal Dating Agency Book 7 STANDALONE BBW Paranormal Shape Shifter
Romance Curvy Charlotte Marzan just got invited
to visit another planet. A shifter planet where her
best friend is getting married to a lion king. If
that isn't strange enough, two panty-melting hot
guys are looking at this big girl like she's a piece
of cake and they haven't had dessert in years.
She shouldn't be interested, but...girls just want
to have fun, right? Brecc and Eros need a mate
before the Elders force someone on them.
They're getting desperate and in the process hire
Gerri to find them a woman. She delivers curvy,
outspoken, and gloriously sexy Charlotte. Now
they just have to get her to stay. Forever. Simple.
Not. When Charlotte's visit turns from cool
sightseeing to getting her freak on with two
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shifters, things take a turn for the naughty. She
needs to figure out why Brecc is so distant and
why the drama with the Dragos. Things escalate
to the point she has to do her own growling to be
heard. She's about to realize when two wolves
choose a mate, there's no escape. Reader Note:
This book contains scorching hot sex (the down
and dirrrty kind made just for three), adult
language (we like some freaky dirty talk), and
verbal smack downs. If this is not the kind of
stuff you like to read, skip this book. However, if
you like dirty, raunchy sex with not one, but TWO
sexy as sin wolves on one curvy sarcastic girl,
then this is right up your alley. Enjoy!
Growl-Eve Langlais 2016-01-05 Lose yourself in
Growl, the sinfully sexy paranormal shapeshifting romance anthology, headlined by New
York Times bestselling author Eve Langlais! A
brand new, never before published novella! In
Legal Wolf's Mate, taking on a pro bono murder
case isn't a problem for a lawyer who enjoys a
challenge. Discovering his new client is his mate?
A tad more complicated. Gavin has no intention
of settling down, especially not with a woman

accused of murder, but once he sets eyes on
Megan, his fate is sealed. Previously published in
the 2-in-1 e-original (title) and in print for the
first time! In The Alpha's Woman, Kira Radney is
all delicious curves and strong will and has no
desire to be a subservient mate. When a member
of her father's pack attempts to make her his
mate by force, Kira has no choice but to flee. The
last thing she wants is to submit to any male and
their pack. But when her escape attempt leads
her straight into the arms of an alpha wolf-a
sexy, dangerous, protective alpha-Kira must fight
against her need to be free, and her secret desire
to be controlled... In Feral Passions, what better
place for an adventurous woman to explore her
wild side than a luxurious resort in northern
California's beautiful Trinity Alps? Especially
when that resort is run by sexy werewolves
looking for mates-Feral Passions Resort, where
fantasies come true.
Wolf's Mate-Celia Kyle 2017-08-01 From a New
York Times bestselling author comes a sexy,
paranormal "rough-and-tumble adventure"
(Library Journal) about a high-stakes romance
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between two shifters fighting for their lives.
Cougar shifter Abby Carter always plays it safe.
That's why she's an accountant--no excitement,
no danger, and no cocky alpha males. She loves
her quiet life, but fate has other plans. When
Abby uncovers the shady dealings of an antishifter organization, she'll have to trust the toosexy-for-her-peace-of-mind werewolf Declan
Reed...or end up six feet under. Declan Reed is
starting over. After two years with Shifter
Operations Command, it's time to put his past
behind him. Now Declan is the only thing
standing between the gorgeous Abby and an
early grave, and if he's going to have any chance
of keeping her alive, he'll have to embrace the
darkness he's fought to keep at bay. But first he
has to convince Abby that there's no safer place
in the world than the arms of a big bad werewolf.
"Celia Kyle's my go-to for sexy alpha shifters and
fast-paced, delicious storylines." -- Jessica Clare.
New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author
Alpha's Bite-Preston Walker 2018-01-11
Werewolves don't exist, right? Or at least they

didn't in Dallas Summer's world - until a nasty
encounter in Central Park shatters that notion
forever. Dallas finds his life flipped upside down
when a sexy stranger knocks on his door.
Roman's got a big problem. To become the Alpha
of the Manhattan pack, he will need an heir.
When he meets Dallas in a chance encounter, an
accident causes his guilt to drive him to protect
the new wolf at all costs. Little does Roman know
the new wolf is an Omega; a rare wolf that could
change the fate of the Alpha to be. Can Roman
win the Omega over in time to fulfill his destiny,
or will Dallas change him forever? Hot, explicit
scenes abound in this steamy 50,000-word gay
wolf-shifter paranormal mpreg romance - adults
only!
Sharp Change-Milly Taiden 2018-04-28 Sophia
Reece is a genius geneticist who's isolated the
link between shifters and their animals.
Unfortunately, she's also a very shy and clumsy
woman. That's never more evident than when she
has a not so little accident with her lion and wolf
samples and ends up becoming her own guinea
pig. Watch out, those needles are sharp. Damn,
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shit just got real. Alpha wolf Chase knows Sophia
is his mate. And if she weren't so shy and always
running from him, he'd have made his move with
her. He can't stop thinking about her sexy human
body and how badly he wants to dip his tongue
into all her curves. But when shy Sophia
suddenly flashes golden eyes and smells of heat,
he's not sure what's going on, but is more than
ready to get her naked ASAP. Sophia isn't
prepared for her first mating heat or the fact her
feelings for Chase refuse to remain under wraps.
When someone wants her research, she'll find
out what she's really made of. Who says smart
girls can't be alphas too? Things are a lot more
complicated than being perfectly mated. The
race is on to stop the bad guys from getting their
hands on her work and staying alive. Sophia's
about to learn that being in love doesn't stop
someone from coming face to face with death.
The Baby Shift: North Dakota (BBW Wolf Shifter
Baby Romance)-Becca Fanning His wolf can
sense her, but is he worthy of her? Forget what
anyone tells you: the holidays are hell. Bickering
family members, rushed shopping and every

woman stressing over setting the perfect holiday
spread. Ginger knew this full well as she
struggled to keep her cakes and pastries in stock.
It was a good problem to have, but lately it
seemed like all she had were problems. But just
when you think you have life figured out, six feet
of the right kind of problem walks in the door.
Now there's a problem I'd like to tackle.... Wait,
what's going on with his eyes? Jack is on the
hunt. Not for an enemy, and not for the delicious
moose he sometimes indulges in back home in
Alaska. What's brought him to Gray Creek, ND is
his idiot brother. Who travels across the country
to get involved in something that doesn't concern
him? His brother, Connor, that's who. But before
he can grab Connor and drag him back to Alaska,
he meets her, and she's something fierce. Every
Monday in 2019 I'll be releasing a brand new
novella for you to gobble up! Keep up with the
Shifter Babies of America series and enjoy a nice
little one-sitting story!
Scaling Her Dragon-Milly Taiden 2020-04-27
Paranormal Dating Agency Book 8 STANDALONEBBW Paranormal Shape Shifter
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RomancePlus-size Rebecca is on a jaunt to
another world. She had hopes of finding herself a
nice, sweet shifter like her sister, but somehow
she ended up attracted to the big, fiery dragon. A
dragon who isn't looking for love. If only he
didn't have eyes that made her want to take her
panties off and a body that sent her hormones
into a frenzy, life would be a lot easier.Vikter
Dragos is dying. His dragon couldn't find a mate
and he's at the end of his time. He's fighting the
attraction for a sassy, curvy human, but it's near
impossible to stay away from her. If only she'd
been his mate, everything would be smoother.
He's losing control of his dragon and his
emotions. With Becca around, he didn't know
what to expect.Becca's in constant confusion
over Vikter's hot and cold attitude. One moment
he's kissing her like the world's going to end, and
the next he's warning her away from getting
attached. Figuring out how to scale this dragon
might take more patience than she's got. When
competition arises and Vikter sees another wants
Becca, he'll face his feelings or risk losing her
forever.Reader Note: Hang on to your panties,

folks! This book contains smokin' hot sex (the
fire-breathing kind), adult language (we like
some freaky dirty talk), violence and verbal
smack downs. If this is not the kind of stuff you
like to read, skip this book. However, if you like
dirrrrrty (with all those Rs) sex with an antisocial dragon on one curvy sarcastic girl, then
this is right up your alley. Enjoy!
MARS (BBW Bear Shifter Biker Romance Series)Becca Fanning 2018-02-01 Mars is a rising star
in the bear shifter Nomads MC. He has just two
days to claim his Fated Mate before their bond
disappears, and they have to survive a group of
human traffickers who want to take them out.
Mars Donner is tall, dangerous and brutally loyal.
His golden eyes melt panties and make men get
out of his way. He'd done his fair share of dirt,
and even put a few people in the dirt, but he had
lines he wouldn't cross. As long as he had his
MC, his cut and his hog, he thought he could get
through anything. Then he met his Fated Mate,
and he knew there was no line he wouldn't cross
for her. Annette Vogel is an investigative
journalist and no stranger to chasing a story.
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Freshly back from Afghanistan, her therapist
tells her that she needs to take it easy, that
working through PTSD is a process. But
Adrenaline junkies don't take it easy, and when
she gets wind of a human trafficking circle she
has to go after the story. But crossing those kinds
of people can have deadly consequences,
especially when the story starts chasing her. This
full length bear shifter paranormal romance
novel has all the action, steam and true love that
only a Fated Mates story can deliver! Keywords:
free bear shifter, bad boy, bbw, fated mates, free
paranormal romance with sex, pnr, curvy, gothic
romance, new adult romance, clan, pack, series,
fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal romance
books for adults, reformed rake, contemporary
romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance,
shifter romance series, instalove, shifter
conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male,
werebear, shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic
suspense, womens fiction, action adventure,
military love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great
chemistry, enemies to friends
A Fang in the Sass-Milly Taiden 2016-07-30 Aria

Valderi is a day walker, a vampire that can walk
in the sun. Being a descendant of the original
queen of the vampires has its perks, but finding
out her mate is a wolf shifter isn't one of them.
He's insufferable, bossy, and too damn sexy for
his own good. Trevan Stone knows Aria is his.
Unfortunately, his tough little vamp has been
wreaking all kinds of havoc and now too many
people want her dead. It's going to take more
than Trevan can do as a shifter to protect his
woman. Trevan has a secret. One that could put
an end to their future together, but it's not nearly
as big as the one her people have, which could
end the future of the entire clan. If he can save
her from the vampire council that wants her
destroyed, there might be a chance for them to
work through their issues. But saving her means
giving up the reason for his existence, the drive
that has pushed him for the last eighty years.
Savage Kiss-Milly Taiden 2017-12-30 Sage
Primrose dreams of the day she meets the man
who will sweep her off her feet. She didn't expect
him to abduct her while she wore nothing but a
towel. Why did bad men have to look oh, so
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good? Feral Kincaid will do anything to protect
his family. When a human female supposedly
kidnaps his niece, he goes to get her, claws
blazing. But the abductor turns into the abductee
and suddenly he has to figure out how to
apologize to the one woman he needs to forgive
him: his mate. This tiger isn't used to romance in

his life; he's too busy protecting his pride from a
rival determined to take his land. But Feral
would gladly take on bad guys instead of trying
to figure out how to romance a human female.
Sage needs to watch out. Feral is hellbent on
romance and his target is her.
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